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eDITOR‘S NOTE
My first instinct was to start this note by writing that
this year, everything has changed faster than ever.
Most years that would be a cliché to state, but in 2020, I
am not so sure it is. I think we can all agree that in 2020
the world changed faster than most of us have witnessed before.
In the wake of the pandemic, injustices have been illuminated and brought to the forefront of the political
and social debate. Most prevalently, the BLM protests,
which started in the U.S and spread across the world.
You might be tired of hearing about BLM and other racial injustices, but people of
color, indigenous people, different religious and ethnic groups, and above all, women
in the aforementioned groups are still facing discrimination. Writing from a privileged perspective, I feel like a lot of societies did make a huge change for the better
concerning discrimination against these groups, and because of it, we somehow have
come to pretend that racism is not a prevalent issue anymore. A lot of places went
from clearly racist societies to places where legal rights overshadow daily discrimination. BLM effectively brought attention to the harsh reality many black and
colored people still face on a daily basis, not just in the U.S, but across the world.
Solutions to racism and injustices lie beyond posting black squares on Instagram or
changing your profile picture. Solutions lie in one’s ability to change behaviour and
mindset. We need to continue to talk about racism and discrimination; point it out
when you see it in your daily life, discuss it to combat ignorance, and stop pretending
its inexistence. The burden should not lie on the shoulders of the oppressed and
marginalized, but on the oppressors and the privileged.
No one is free until we are all free.
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BLM och the Importance of being silent
I vår högljudda tid är en titel likt
denna kanske grovt provocerade.
I den digitala aktivistens tidsålder är varje individ en megafon,
men på vissa håll skulle kanske
det gemensamma gynnas av att
bejaka den ofta bortglömda
kommunikativa hörnstenen, att
lyssna.

innan sommaren blir detta ett
försök att i kollektivets anda
slå ett slag för något så ovanligt som att oprata.
För vad var egentligen Black Lives Matter-protesterna i somras
utöver polisvåld, upplopp och en
svart ruta i sociala medier? Av
någon anledning kom jag att tänka på den, i mina ögon, klassiska
avhyvlingen från det klassiska
stabslägesdramat Thirteen Days.

Det här är en text om BLM, men eftersom jag och exakt alla andra
har pratat om det sedan
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“You don’t understand a thing do
you admiral? This is not a blockade. This is language. The likes of
which the world has never seen”

- Galet det som pågår.
- Aa.
Men ilska är aldrig bara ilska och
våld är aldrig bara våld. Det är
ord och språk, alla handlingar
bär också på budskap. Protesterna berättar om nu, då, oss och
jag. Om samhälle, klass och kön,
ideologi och psykologi. Rasism,
slaveri och våld. Det finns underliggande berättelser bakom
dessa handlingar. Men inga dolda
berättelser. Wittgenstien sa att
“Nothing is hidden”, allt står där
om man bara lyssnar, läser eller
tittar tillräckligt noga.

Försvarsminister Robert McNamara skäller ut en admiral som helt
okänsligt tänkt skjuta mot ett
ryskt fartyg under Kubakrisen.
Kanonkulan är också ett språk
med ett budskap och det handlar
om att förstå vad sägs för att
kunna veta vad man ska svara,
om inte så kommer allt eskalera
tills vi alla plötsligt står och
huttrar i atomvintern. Jag tänker
på det där rätt ofta. Det känns
som att språkets betydelse ofta
glöms bort när alla pratar men
ingen lyssnar.

Ett exempel skulle kunna vara
att 2010 satt en tredjedel av alla
svarta amerikanska män mellan
20 och 39 år utan high schoolexamen i fängelse.

I läget med Black Lives Matter
känns det så hela tiden. Sedan
mordet på George Floyd, eller
egentligen sedan alltid, har protesterna, upploppen och våldet
och vi i vårnordsvenska universitetsstad ser ilskan och nickar,
lägger en kommentar, i bästa fall
delar en bild.

Man kan ibland höra avfärdande
röster som lyfter kritiken att
det är en för känslosam rörelse.
Protesterna är för känslosamma
och att upploppen är ageranden
av människor i affekt, att den
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rationella tanken lämnats.
Ett minst sagt problematiskt
påstående som springer ur en
patriarkal syn på känslor som
en kvinnlig egenskap som står
i motsats till (den vita) mannens rationalitet. Att känslor
omyndigförklaras då de ses som
primitiva och impulsiva är i detta
fall också rasism.

påstå att allting är “hidden” och
psykologisera individen istället
för att lyssna på kollektivet, lex
hysteri.
En protest är språk, och det
är protesten som är subjektet,
inte den som hör om det. den som
skrollar sina flöden är enbart en
publik som detta uttryck
projiceras mot.

Istället skulle man kunna fråga
sig vad dessa känslor beror på.
Kanske delvis på att om man skulle inkludera de frihetsberövade
var arbetslösheten bland unga
svarta män som aldrig läst på
college 42 procent år 2000.

Med det sagt så betyder inte det
att rollen som publik nödvändigtvis behöver vara passiv. En som
lyssnar är aktiv i ett samtal, att
delta är att fråga varför detta
sägs. Att lyssna är att aktivt
anstränga sig för att förstå men
då måste man också vara tyst
och ge utrymme.

För att vifta bort dessa protester och de som sympatiserar och
stödjer dem utifrån den emotionella parollen är att frånta BLM
dess subjektivitet. Den rationella
tanken står inte i motsats till
affekterna och att reducera den
polemiken är både att bortse
från de sociala problemen och
att frånta upphovspersonen sin
upplevelse. Det vore att i motsats

BLM är en kamp mot det
etablerade och allmänna och har
man privilegiet att välja om man
vill höra på eller inte är man
del av det etablerade. Här i Umeå
har de flesta friheten att välja
om man vill bry sig. Ansvar är ett
fritt val men det är en vit frihet
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och att välja bort det är att
exkludera svarta från kollektivet och erkänna att det finns ett
vi och ett dom. För vissa har inte
friheten att ignorera problemen,
och egentligen, om vita faktiskt
såg BLM som ett kollektivt problem och inte som deras problem
så skulle det inte heller gå att
välja att inte lyssna.

För det är inte heller dem som
försöker prata med oss. Det är vi
som talar.
This is not a blockade.

wRITER: Manne Berggren Wiklund
photo: @Elin Jenjila Franzén
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“Southern trees bear a strange fruit
Blood on the leaves and blood at the root
Black bodies swingin‘ in the Southern breeze
Strange fruit hangin‘ from the poplar trees
Pastoral scene of the gallant South
The bulgin‘ eyes and the twisted mouth
Scent of magnolias sweet and fresh
Then the sudden smell of burnin‘ flesh
Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck
For the rain to gather For the wind to suck
For the sun to rot For the tree to drop
Here is a strange and bitter crop“

- billie Holiday-strange fruit (1939)
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why climate change policies need
to understand racial injustice
The Black Lives Matter movement
has made more influential actors
aware of today‘s injustices but
dismantling institutionalized
and systematic racial injustice
requires way more than superficial rhetoric and gestures. It
requires the ones with power to
tackle and eliminate the very
systems that created today‘s
inequalities as well as restructuring climate change policies
that maintain existing injustices.
Climate change is happening right
now and the impacts extend way
beyond increasing temperature
and melting glaciers. The very
systems every human and society
depend on are at risk: food, water,
energy, ecosystems, wildlife,
health, and agriculture are all
failing due to the destructive
policies and actions perpetrated
by human activity in the past few
centuries.

Today‘s unequal system
originates from the colonial period. Slavery created the economic
foundation for the industrial
revolution, which further shaped
our modern-day society, structures, and policies. The deep history
of racial injustice has shaped
the socio-economic formation
of today and contributed to the
asymmetric relationship between
the ones most affected by climate
change and the ones contributing to it. Our unsustainable and
unequal development has made
marginalized people, such as
indigenous people and people of
color, more exposed to climate
change impacts.
Environmental racism is the disproportionate impact of environmental threats occurring when
corporations and governments
place oil pipelines, chemical
10

plants, pollution factories, and
toxic waste dumps near or in lowincome and marginalized communities. Researchers have, for
example, found that areas shaped
by discriminatory housing policies
have fewer trees, higher average
temperature, and more pavement.
These areas are also less likely
to be included in sustainability
projects aiming at protecting
communities from these threats.

prioritization of white and
western perspectives. This has
resulted in the marginalization
of knowledge, perspectives, and
expertise coming from indigenous people as well as people of
color. In general, there is a lack
of diversity in the policy-making
process and in climate change
science; which further aggravates the exclusion of non-academic
knowledge and experience from
underrepresented communities.
When marginalized peoples‘
experiences and knowledge are
treated as an alternet, it gets
overlooked and excluded from
the decision-making process.
Another dilemma is the strong
politicization in the discourse regarding climate change impacts,
which leads to the dangerous
ignorance of both science and
local knowledge.

Dorceta Taylor, an environmental
sociologist at the University of
Michigan, has studied the history
of the environmental movement.
She points out the white man‘s
domination in the history of
climate activism. According to a
study from 2014 by the Green Diversity Initiative, people of color
only made up around 12 percent
of leaders and staff members in
nongovernmental environmental
organizations and foundations.
Systemic racism has infiltrated
the global climate movement,
which has resulted in the overrepresentation, enlargement and

Many of the measures taken for
climate discordantly causes
problems for indigenous people
in the world. This is, as mentioned
before, because indigenous
11

people‘s knowledge and needs
often get excluded from the
policy process. OECD presented
a study on how Australia, Canada, Norway and Sweden exclude
indigenous people in their regional
development. The purpose was to
highlight the lack of inclusion
of indigenous people in national
and regional development strategies. The expansion of renewable energy in the Sapmi area in
Sweden was carried out without
including or understanding the
Sami people‘s perspectives in
community planning. An expansion
of wind power in the Sapmi area
must take place in a way where
the Sami peoples‘ possibility to
live and develop is not limited or
discarded. In Sweden‘s case, the
OECD believes that a clearer political framework is needed where
resources should be set aside
for Sami organizations, which can
further promote Sami research
and improve important data that
is deficient today.

The impact of climate change is
context-specific and requires
system thinking. A combination
of climate expertise and local
knowledge is needed to produce
the most effective policy outcomes. It also needs to be a process
that is locally owned and driven
by the local communities themselves. One fundamental way to
achieve better and more progressive climate policies is to change
the way we understand and see
the production of knowledge. We
can abandon the existing hegemony within climate change policies
and science by including local
forms of knowledge, emphasizing
vulnerable communities, and
historical patterns of political
and cultural marginalization. The
increased awareness regarding
issues connected to injustice
within the area of climate change
policies is thankfully improving,
which will give rise to a more
inclusive, contextual and legitimate policy process.
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As policymakers, leaders, communities, organizations, agencies,
and influential actors are trying
to cope with climate change
impacts, it is essential that they
acknowledge the history of racism, discrimination, and today‘s
racial injustices. Influential actors adapting a so-called colorblind approach are contributing
to the discrimination and the slow
violence marginalized people
experience by implementing policies only benefitting some, while
abandoning others. We need to
understand that racial injustices
also are environmental, that the
vulnerability to rising sea levels,
pollution, extreme weather,
limited access to nutrient food,
exploitation and poor water quality is connected to the systematic exclusion of the people most
affected by it.

tear down institutionalized and
systematic racism, we need to
see more than superficial rhetoric and gestures. It requires
people with power to tackle and
eliminate the very systems that
created today‘s inequalities as
well as restructuring climate
policies that maintain existing
injustices. Climate justice embraces the principle that all people
and all communities are entitled
to equal protection and that
policies, laws, education, food and
water quality, health and land
use, must consider the injustice
existing within the system in the
calculation. All injustices are
intertwined; therefore are injustice anywhere a threat to justice
everywhere. Climate justice is
about everyone‘s justice.

There are no simple solutions
to complex issues. As mentioned
above, more influential actors
have become aware of today‘s
racial injustice but in order to

Writer: LINNEA STERLINGER AGERSTIG
Photo: @Elin Jenjila Franzén
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The systematic targeting of the
Uyghur community in China
Racism is a serious and relevant
issue today, just as it has been for
centuries. Right now, the Black
Lives Matter movement, being at
the forefront of the topic, has
shed light on various problems
that societies are facing all
around the world. Structural
or institutional racism is based
on policy within a government
that spreads hatred towards
people of different races or
beliefs. By doing so, the favoured
group of the government is able
to maintain the status quo and
their dominance over other minor
groups of the society. Currently,
the Chinese government is carrying out an ethnic cleansing of a
minority group: The Uyghurs.

Turkic-speaking groups in Central
Asia. For centuries they have been
the main inhabitants of the Xinjiang province in Western China. In
recent years, the group has faced
racism on many levels, and in
the past few years, institutional
discrimination has gotten more intense and poses serious concerns
to Human Rights activists.
It started to intensify in 2014
when the Chinese president Xi Jinping launched a campaign whose
purpose is to fight terrorism and
separatism. These were the first
steps to an established racist
system in China. In the following
years, so-called re-education
camps started to spread. The
Regulations on De-extremification, released in 2017, interpreted
prayers, articles about Uyghur
culture, and the private display
of religious affiliation as

The Uyghurs are one of many
minority groups in China. This community is united by their Islamic
belief and are one of the oldest
16

extremist actions. The use of social media that do not align with
China‘s media policies, e.g. WhatsApp, can be seen as a possible
threat and, therefore, a reason
for detention. In fact, any contact
with people or groups outside of
China, especially those of Islamic
belief, is seen as suspicious.

Punishments for acting up or not
showing enough progress can be
verbal abuse but can also go as
far as food deprivation, beatings,
or being held in stressful positions. One Uyghur, who was brought
into the camp in 2017, said that
he was forced to stand in a fixed
position for 12 hours straight. not
everyone who is sent to the camp
survives. Death caused by food deprivation and torture occurs, as
well as suicide.

One of the most extreme tools
of the Chinese government to
control and discriminate against
the Uyghur community is the aforementioned re-education camps.
The official labelling is “Transformation through education,“
and they are supposed to secure
ethnic unity in order to prevent
religious extremism and terrorism. The people that are put into
the camps extrajudicially, have
no access to a lawyer or any
other possibility to challenge
the decision. Up to 6,000 people
can be held in the same camp and
undergo brainwashing procedures
such as singing political songs or
studying speeches of the Chinese
Communist Party.

Because of the constant threats
and discrimination facilitated
by the government, some Uyghur
decide to leave China and live abroad. But even then, the harassment by Chinese authorities and
organisations does not stop for
many. The feeling of fear is part
of the daily life of many Uyghurs,
including those living abroad. In
some cases, the Chinese government pressures the governments
of countries to extradite the
refugees in question. An example
is Yiliyasijiang Reheman, who
studied abroad in Egypt in 2017,
17

Amnesty International gathers
signatures to put pressure on the
Chinese government for a change
and also recommends to contact
the Chinese government directly
via letter or Email. You can support their fight for Yiliyasijiang
Reheman by signing the online
petition. More information can
be found on the Amnesty International website or by contacting
the Amnesty student group at the
university.

when he went missing. It is
strongly suspected that the
Egyptian authorities handed him
over to the Chinese authorities
and sent him to one of the
re-education camps. His family
is still unaware of his location
almost three years later.

Writer: Maike Strube and Amelia
Bodin, Amnesty Student Group
Photo: Michael Brown/flickr

We have to stand up against the
systematic discrimination that
the Uyghur community in China
suffers from.

NamE: Uighur Placards
https://www.flickr.com/photos/
malcsb/3708974506/in/photostream/
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic License. To view
a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
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When racism meets sexism
This year celebrates the dawn
of 26 years of democracy in the
Republic of South Africa; a country where its people‘s creativity
knows no bounds. A land full of
beauty from the Highveld of Gauteng to the tropics of Kwazulu
– Natal, a nation that welcomes
all with kindness and sincerity.
However, poverty, patriarchy,
inequality, stagnant economic
growth, high rates of unemployment, and low levels of education

still stand as the major
downfall to South African
society.
Gender-Based Violence plays an
unfortunate role in many women
and children‘s lives across the
globe. In 2013, the World Health
Organisation stated that thirtyfive percent of women worldwide
had experienced either physical
or sexual intimate partner
violence or non-partner sexual
19

violence. In 2016, South Africa‘s
femicide rate was 12.1 per 100,000
women, which is almost five times
higher than the global average of
2.5 per 100,000 women.

Most agree that apartheid left
behind a mindset which undervalues, degrades, and humiliates
entire groups of people and
renders them as inferior. This is
seen through the systemic institutionalized violence and racism;
which plagues all South Africans.

An outcry by South African
women over the death and pain
caused by the hands of men in this
country has led to introspection
across the nation. While we endeavour to understand what the
drivers of gender-based violence
are through observation, statistics and first-hand accounts; we
have summarised it as follows:
The primary driver leading to
gendered power inequality is
fundamentally rooted in the
patriarchy and is driven by social
norms and intersectional powers.
These norms breed inequalities
regarding sexuality, class, gender, and most fundamentally, in
the South African context, racial
inequality. These inequalities are
continually perpetuated in the
democratic state and have risen
in the post-apartheid era.

The paternalistic gaze of white
suppressors during apartheid has
a direct link to the emasculation
and disembodiment of the black
man‘s essence. This systemic
racial system that disallowed
black people the freedom of
basic human rights, which has
left them at the bottom of the
social hierarchy, resulting in the
debilitation of the black man‘s
masculinity.
Has this resulted in the black
man having to continually defend
their masculinity in the new South
Africa? With South Africa being
plagued of racial polarisation,
with people being marginalized
the darker their complexion
is, black men and women find
20

themselves at the bottom of the
pecking order.

President Cyril Ramaphosa
addressed the nation on the 5th
of September 2019, in response to
the gender-based violence that
women and children face daily in
South Africa. It was stated that
the emergency teams at a provincial level would be strengthened;
which will bring the police, social
development, health, justice, and
education services together with
a swift response to all forms
of violence against women. The
priority focus will be on women,
children and other marginalized
groups, including the LGBTQIA+
community.

Most South Africans confirm
that violence and colour of skin
are mutually exclusive, yet the
people seem to firmly hold on
to the legacy that is embedded;
historically, socially, and psychologically. The displaced rage and
hostility shown towards women
in South Africa derive from a
yearning to reassert masculinity,
status and power in a society
that still glorifies lighter shades
of pigmentation over any other.
This leaves black women open
to injustices perpetrated by men
who see women as lesser and
weaker human beings.

Rehabilitation programmes in
prisons will be increased and
reconfigured to reduce the
number of repeat offenders. A
multi-faceted plan has been said
to be implemented nationally,
which will prevent gender-based
violence through school programmes, community initiatives,
and workplace policies.

There has been a match lit in
South Africa, and from it, a fire
that cannot be ignored soars
through the country. Not one can
ignore the tenacity and sheer drive shown to tackle the dire need
for all under South Africa‘s sky.
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Non-profit organisations such as
Mindful(I) Organisation, a youthcentred mental health initiative
that focuses on destigmatizing
mental illness, promoting mental
wellbeing, and offering active
support are created to tackle
these issues. The organization is
founded by a 21-year-old student
called Mbali Pfeiffer Shongwe.
She has created a space through
social media; a platform that
helps in the education on issues
that need to be addressed as a
global community.

Miss Shongwe and her team have
put together a three-part webinar series that contains: firstly,
the unravelling of the mental
health effects of gender-based
violence on women and queer
bodies and secondly, gender-based
violence within the South African
society and lastly, asking the
question “where to from here?“
Through platforms such as this
one and because of the drive to be
part of the change, many South
Africans have educated themselves and others to be better and
to do better.

WRITER: Bethany Thompson
Photo: iStock photo by Getty
images
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Bethany and her friend protesting at the South African
parliament, 2019.
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Photo: Anna van Renen

“Men are afraid that women
will laugh at them. Women are
afraid that men will kill them.“
-Margaret ATWOOD
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COLOURISM IN DISGUISE
My name is Nadia Hossain, and I belong to the Bangladeshi diaspora
in Sweden. My parents moved to
the cold northern country from
Bangladesh in the 1990s. I have
had the privilege to spend quite a
few holidays in Bangladesh, and I
have great memories from those
days.

significantly fairer, and therefore, instantly acquires a betterpaid job as an air hostess. These
types of advertisements can be
found all over Asia.
The global skin lightening industry is estimated to be worth 31.2
billion US dollars in 2024. It is a
massive business all around the
world. Creams, soaps, cleansers,
chemical peels, pills, and even
injections, are available alternatives to achieve a lighter complexion. This fairness standard
is equated with beauty, social
and economic mobility in several
places globally and correlates
with the countries in which the
population predominantly has higher percentages of melanin. While
many might think that the mindset: “only the wealthiest had the
luxury of staying indoors, away
from the sun“ is outdated, it is
very much relevant today. It is undoubtedly a shady business, and I

However, there is one particular
memory that I will never forget.
I saw an advert that portrayed
the skin lightening cream Fair &
Lovely, and it left me perplexed.
The advert is known as The Air
Hostess. It depicts a young, darkskinned, Indian woman who is not
earning enough salary for her
family. Through visualization, the
advert implies that the reason
behind her not getting a better
job, or getting married, is her
dark skin. Soon, the solution to
her problem is introduced - the
cream Fair & Lovely. The woman
uses the cream, which makes her
26

will explain why these products
are harmful on an individual and
global scale.

live in a modern world, it is also
easily obtainable on the internet.
In addition to these products‘
physical damage, it is essential
to understand where this desire
for lighter skin tone stems from.
This desire is fueled by colourism.
Colourism signifies prejudice or discrimination against darker skin
tones, typically among people of
the same ethnic or racial group.
Colourism is a direct inheritance
of European colonialism and
slavery, where individuals with
lighter skin tones were treated
better and received benefits in
comparison with their darker
counterparts.

The World Health Organization
has expressed that numerous skin
lightening products use
dangerous chemicals such as
inorganic mercury, hydrogen
peroxide, glutathione, and hydroquinone are hazardous to the
user‘s health. Hydroquinone is a
chemical used in photo processing,
rubber manufacturing, and hair
dyes. It should not be put on anyone‘s skin. For example, products
containing inorganic mercury
can lead to kidney damage, skin
rashes, skin discolouration and
scarring, reduction in the skin‘s
resistance to bacterial and
fungal infections, anxiety, depression, psychosis, and peripheral neuropathy. As a result, these
ingredients have been banned in
several countries, but customers
get their hands on products with
high concentrations of these dangerous chemicals through underthe-table sources, and since we

Evelyn Nakano Glenn expresses in
her article Yearning for Lightness: “Transnational Circuits in
the Marketing and Consumption
of Skin Lighteners, the desire for
lighter skin and the use of skin
bleaches is accelerating in places
where modernization and the
influence of western capitalism.“
27

In response to the Black Lives
Matter movement, the company
Hindustan Unilever that produces
the skin lightening cream Fair
and Lovely, has now dropped
the word “ fair“ and changed its
name to Glow & Lovely. But the
word change does not, in any way,
address the fact that this cream
has exploited colourism and
played a crucial role in implementing fair skin as the only accepted
beauty standard in a substantial
part of the world. Corporations
like Unilever, L‘Oreal, Johnson &
Johnson, and countless more are
reinforcing colour hierarchies
and have been part of what has
convinced millions of people that
they would be happier, better
looking, and more successful
if they become several shades
lighter. Announcing that they
will no longer sell products that
mention skin lightening is just a
rebranding. It does not solve the
problem; they just let colourism
live in disguise.

Like in many South Asian households, my family and I watch
Bollywood movies together. From
a young age, I remember thinking
that none of the women in the movies, though being from the same
area as me, without exception,
had a very light complexion. But
soon enough, I realized that fair
skin was considered beautiful.
Especially when I had relatives
tell me to use Fair & Lovely, or
when they said: “She has such a
sweet face, too bad she is dark“,
or when people in Bangladesh
compared my younger sister with
me, who has a lighter complexion,
mentioned: “the younger one is
prettier, look at her fair skin!“
While my perspective and knowledge around this subject are
mostly connected to an Asian
experience, this way of thinking
- that fairer skin is equal to beauty, success, and a higher chance
of getting married, is common
across numerous parts of the
world. The World Health Organization has reported that several
28

countries in Africa are familiar
with skin lightening practices. In
Nigeria, a striking 77% of Nigerian
women use skin lightening products regularly. Togo follows
them with 59%, South Africa with
35%, and Mali at 25%.

Saudi Arabia, and Qatar from
personal experience.
As the desire for a lighter complexion is deeply ingrained in
many communities of people of
colour, some are unaware of
its harmful effects; some even
compare skin lightening to tanning. While tanning also can lead
to health issues, the origin of the
trend is not rooted in the ideology
of white superiority but in the
fashion icon Coco Chanel, who
was photographed sun-kissed on
her Meditteranean vacation in
the 1920s, which quickly became a
trend in the Western world.

All around Asia, it is common to
find beauty parlours that offer skin lightening treatments,
including everything from creams
to injections. A survey done in
the Philippines reported that
50% used skin lighteners daily.
In several countries of Latin
America, creams containing high
percentages of inorganic mercury
are widely available. According
to the United States Food and
Drug Administration, small shops
and informal markets sell these
products to Latino, Asian, African,
and Middle Eastern communities.
They can also be tracked down
on the internet, promoted on
social media, and sold through
apps. I have witnessed several
skin lightening products in small
shops in Sweden, the UK, Belgium,

Preferring fairer skin and praising European features is normality and valued by people of colour
worldwide. The internalization
that “white is right“ and that
ethnic features and darker skin
tones are associated with lack of
civilization and seen as undesirable is exceptionally problematic.
Ethnic features and melanin only
seem to be appreciated when it is
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on white bodies. Skin lightening products are yet another factor that
fuels the divide between people
and enhances a toxic mindset that
some people are superior because
of the colour of their skin; even if
it might be an unconscious mindset.
If cosmetic brands truly wanted to
see change and demanded equality,
they would immediately take their
products off the shelves; for good.

As a child, I used to scrub and
scratch my skin until it was burning
because I thought it would rub off my
complexion. I do not wish that selfhatred upon anyone. So, ask yourselves, does complexion affect your
perception of yourself and others?
Acknowledge and understand that
lighter complexions often appear in
popular culture and understand how
that affects us. Spread awareness
on this topic, question prevailing
beauty standards, and to all the
people who have struggled with
a darker complexion and ethnic
features, remember, you were brainwashed into thinking that European
features are the epitome of beauty.
Best Regards,
an unfair and lovely girl, Nadia.
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear members of the Association of International
Affairs in Umeå,
I wish I could avoid mentioning covid. However, the corona pandemic has affected us in countless ways, which
makes it an inescapable subject. Sweden is currently
experiencing their second wave of cases and more
restrictions are being added into our society. In the
beginning of the autumn term, Umeå was not affected to
the same degree as other cities. Therefore, we were
able to operate on campus, which was important for the start-up of our organizational work. Despite having to move our operations into the digital sphere in the
second half of the semester, we still managed to have regular meetings and host
meaningful online lectures. I am proud of my board and what we have been able to
accomplish, considering the circumstances.
Despite the pandemic, we have encountered several social movements throughout
the year, which have shown us how influential the power of the people is, even in
challenging times. Another notable event this year was the US presidential election.
We managed to host two events concerning the topic, firstly, an informative lecture
with Péteris Timofevejs and secondly, an election night with co-hosts Nordpol and
Umeå Studentkår. With a new president of the United States, we can expect a different international order and a change in global cooperation within foreign affairs.
Personally, I am quite happy that this year is coming to an end and I look forward to
what the next might entail. Hopefully, we will see the light at the end of the tunnel
regarding the pandemic, but as we have learnt this year, nothing can be taken for
granted.
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get involved in
the association of international affairs
we are always looking for people interested
in joining our different committees, bring your
skills and ideas and help us become even better!
program
OUR MAIN FOCUS IS MAKING
INTERESTING LECTURES FOR OUR
MEMBERS, HELP AND SHARE OUR
AGENDA.
PROGRAM@UPFU.ORG

design and pr
uSING GRAPHIC DESIGN AND
PHOTOGRAPHY TO MAKE
POSTERS AND TO REACH NEW
MEMBERS IN DIFFERENT WAYS.
INFO@UPFU.ORG

TRAVEL
where do you want to go?
bring your ideas for interesting destinations and help to
plan our annual trips.
travel@upfu.org

activity
PLAN AND ORGANIZE SOCIAL
EVENTS, FILM SCREENINGS, DINNERS AND MUCH MORE TO BRING
OUR MEMBERS TOGETHER.
ACTIVITIES@UPFU.ORG

EDITORIAL
WRITE ARTICLES, TAKE
PICTURES OR HELP OUT
MAKING THE LAYOUT FOR
OUr MAGAZINE UTPOST.
REDAKTOR@UPFU.ORG

